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NEW TAP
REGULATIONS
By .Philip McConnell

As· of September 1st, ali students
currently receiving benefits under the
- Tuitfon Assistance program (TAP) are
going to have to meet performance
requirements in academic standing and
rate of progress in order. to maintain
their eligibility.
Only those who are· receiving their
first TAP payment will be affected.
Students currently receiving TAP
awards will not be subject to these
newly imposed regulations.
The new requirements are �twofold.
The first states that a student.must.take
a minimum number of credits in each
semester, pass or fail, that are either
degree oriented, equated or aRy combin
ation thereof. You must complete at
least six credits in each of your first two
semester.s. ni•ne credits ·in each of your
third and fourth semesters,. and twelve
credits in each s�bsequent TAP sup

ported semester.

The academic progress requirements
are concerned mostly with the students
overall grade point average (GPA) and
the number of degree credits earned.
This rule states that after two payments
you would have had to have earned. a
minimum of six degree credits with at
least 1.00 GPA. For your fourth
payment, a minimum of 18 degree
credits with at least a 1.20 GPA.
It should be brought to the students
attention that the GPA for State
eligibility requirements differ from
those at Baruch.. All Baruch Students
must maintain a 2.00 GPA to remain in
good standing.
Two key people· who will be closely
involved in the implementation of these
new policies will be Ms. Patricia
Hassett. Director of Admissions and
Mr. Ronald Schurin, Assistant to the
Provost.
continued on page 10

Mr. Ron Schurin, provost a:;:;,:;iurii

Federal Legisliltion
Increases Interest
Rates
By Phillip

McConnell

A!though the Parent Loan Program

hos been revi.se0. to,make it accessible to
more of those in need. the new program
also carries with it a new repayment
schedule.
The maximum amount available under
the Parent Loan Program is $3,000 a
year. Repayment on these loans ·must
commence within sixty days, while on
the other type of student loans payment
starts six months after a student ends
his schooling.
The new regulations initiated by the
Reagan Administration have also
changed the stipulation that the
Guaranteed Student Loan program be
open to all, without regard to income.

Starting October 1st. legislative
changes affecting all stµdent loans will
go into effect increasing the interest
rates for the National Direct Student
Loans (NDSL) and imposing a 5 percent
origination fee on all Guaranteed
Student Loans from the New York State
H i g h e r E d u c a tion D e pa r t m e n t
(NYSHED), currently standing a t 9
percent.
Another phase _of this recent
By Phillip McConnell
legislation is that the Parent Loan
With numerous changes in student -The minimum TAP award has been Program has now been expanded to
· financial aii:ie polici�s going into affect increased from $200 to $250 for all include undergraduate, graduate and
·continued 011 page 10
right at the start of t'1e school year, it is students, to be·awarded at a rate of $15 financial independent students.
important for students to have a lucid per semester.
understanding of what regulations will -The maximum award for . students
and will will not affect them.
receiving TAP for th'il first ti�1e in
Mr. Steven Goldberg,) Director of 1981-1982 or after will be $2,200, an
, Financial. Aide Office at Baruch lends increase from last years figure of $1,800.
valuable insight into the situation by
Mr. Goldberg says that "effective for
revealing that:
the fall of 1981, the new BEOG
-The maximum Basic Educational regulation will be determined by the cost
Opportunity Grant (BEOG) has been of the particular student's education.
reduced by 50 dollars a year from Those students who have lower
$1,1238 to $1,188 annually. While· ·education costs will have their awards
BEOG awards cut slightly, a bill -was slightly reduced and those with hig�er
passed by the New York State legislaure education costs will see i·ncreases in all
increasing Tuition Assistance Program programs."
(TAP) benefits.
"These new programs are gei).red to
-For students receiving TAP for the help the students attending private
first time in the 1981-1982 academic institutions,'' he says.
year or after, eligibility for - the
To help students in their fight to
maximum award has been expaded to a : finance their education at the lowest
net taxable income of $4,00·o from the possible cost, Mr. Goldberg has taken it
present figure of $2,750.
upon himself to initiate a title Ill gr<!_nt
-Eligibility for the minimum award has. ,proposal which has been accepted by the
been increased from $20,000 net taxable Federal government. This new proposal
Mr. Steven Goldberg, Director of Financial Aid Office
income to $25,000 net taxable family
continued on page 10
. income for- all students.

Baruch· Awarded Computer
Grant To Keep Pace With
Financial _Aide Changes
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EDITORIAL
A Fine Choice
Enough of all the welcome addresses and laudatory speeches about how good it is
to ha"-e you attend Baruch College, you 're in School now and that's all there is to it.
Those of you returning for another grueling semester already know the stringent
standards that Baruch maintains, and those here for the first time will soon find out.
Having chosen _Baruch, your choice has beeIJ the number one choice of all
freshme11 entering the City University system, mainly because of its high academic
standards and of its credentials as a recognized Business school.
Baruch college will offer you a fine education depending on the choice of your
individual cirriculum, but there is another form of education that lies just below the
surface of the academic one it i's an existential education.
-The main function of college is to provide access to the learning facilities and
materials necessary to graduate students with a certified degree of scholastic
achievement. It must be the committment of the particular student to make sure
that he or she does their best to learn and master all they can while it is available to
them.

Bitter Wlth the Sweet
The office of Building and Grounds should be commended for their efforts in making
certain aesthetic renovations around the college. Freshly painted corridors,'
remodeled; elevators. waxed floors, and clean classrooms anxiously await the
students return. While it is obvious·that there has been a great deal of attention to
the physical existence of the college, time will be the only,test to see if there has been
any attention paid to the integral one.
The Baruch Administration should be recognized for the acquisition of additional
facilities located at 48 E. 26th St. The new· space will be used as headquarters for the
continuing Education Department, and will also provide additional space for
additional wordprocessing and computer courses here at the college.
But alas in every�situation, one must take the bitter with the sweet. The same

little irritating nuisances still plague Baruch. There are vending machines that will
, gladly take your money but will produce no candy instead. There are copying
machines hat are coping machines under repair more often than in use, and there are
still toilet facilities that .remain broken for long periods of time.
,
Nevertheless, the positive sides far outnumber the negative sides of the college
and undoubtedly you will find your tenure here filled with more adequate offerings.

Hea.rt Felt Sorrow
With deepest sympathies, the Reporter announces the recent passing of Baruch
Student Aide Allan Allahand, Born March,28, 1962 and died August 28, 1981, of 1599
W. 10th Street, Bklyn. N. Y. 11204.
Allan was a Lower Junior in the field of Accounting. He was a very likeable young
man whom everyone enjoyed being around. He worked in the School of continuing
Education in the College Work Study program and was truly liked by all.
He participated in the intramural and recreation program and was a member of the
second place 1981 intramural co-ed Volleyball team. Allan departed this world with a
beautiful and full life ahead of him and he is greatly missed by those who knew and
loved him.
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WELCOME ADDRESS
From the Dean of Students

Greetings! It is with pleasure that I
I encourage you, strongly, to cultivate
welcome both new and returning your sense of optimism about college,
students to Baruch College. I hope that about the difference college can make in
the summer has been enjoyable and your lives. I encourage you to do this not
productive for you and that you come to by denying or ignoring Baruch·s well
Baruch for the 1981-82 school year with known deficiencies of space and other
a sense of expectation and of dedication resources, nor even by overly praising
to the pursuit of change. and improve Baruch for its recognized pre-eminence
ment in your lives-but above all, a and renown in the field of business as
sense of optimism about the possibilities one of New York City's few colleges with
of your college years.
accredited BBA and MBA programs.
I also welcome you with the hope that But rather you, youself, searching for
I might be able to say something that possibilities, while you are here, of
might be of use to you during your stay making a positive impact of some sort
at Baruch-something that will, on some aspect of the way members of
perhaps, help you to understand more the Baruch community live, of making
fully the nature of your undertaking Baruchians feel better about their
here.
college and about themselves and
With this purpose in mind. -I _wish to others. This, I see as a prime conduit to
share with you and invite you, briefly, to education, that it is best approached
consider two thoughts: 1) to become through involvement and service.
truly educated at Baruch, it is important
To mention my bailiwick briefly, in
to reach out-to become involved be· . Student Personnel Services, we . offer,
yond the classroom; 2) to be successful through our array of student activities,
once graduated, it is necessary, from the athletic events, student media, student·
beginning of matriculation, to think
clubs, and student governments various
beyond Baruch.
Your enrollment in Baruch and pursuit avenues for becoming involved in the life
of a degree are probably the . most of the college. The Dean of Students
important steps you have taken up to sponsored an activity last year which
this point. I encourage you to make the was unanimously praised by those who
most of your matriculation by taking participated as an event which involved
advantage of your many opportunities students quite successfully with active
at Baruch. I inv..ite you to take the and interested faculty, administration,
oppoTtunity to broaden your view of and alumni from the Baruch
life-to take the opportunity to meet community. It was the Baruch College
and interact with others in the Baruch
Spring Raps and will be expanded this
community-with other students, with
·professors, with· administrators and year to include Raps during both
alumni-and to test your own thoughts semesters. In these, students have the
and beliefs -against those that they have. chance in an informal setting, usually
To become involved in the life of the dinner in a faculty member's home, to
college opens more fully the door to discuss with faculty, interact with
education, and there are many · alumni who may work in the big
opportunities to do this at Baruch.
corporations, agree or disagree with

Hank Wilson Deam of Students
administrators-ail without pressure of
performing for grades, but simply for
the experience, enjoyment. and learning.
Events such as this, and SPS offers
many more, can provide the basis for
true education.
It is also ext.remely in"lp>orc.auL for you
as students. new and returning. to look
ahead-and to plan. Your personal and
professional goals beyond Baruch
should be given careful atLention from
the beginning of your study. This
means, among other things, attention t.o
seemingly worrisome details such as
class attendance, prompt and neat
assignment preparation, the develop
ment of rapport with classroom pro-

fessors. and. not least. the de\·elopment
of good wriling and speaking skills !with
wtors. if necessary). What _vou do about
these aspects of your de,·elopmem dur
ing your stay at Baruch wiil stand _,·ou in
good stead at the end of �·our
studies-or iL will co1�1e ba<..'k to haunt
vou. vear afLer ,·ear. In the end. Lhese
�,jJI depend on .,�our own jnili<:Hi,·e anci
dedica�ion: and. while oLhers can help or
give suggestions. the success or failure
will depend on you.
Co11ti1111ed 011 page JO

Open Invitation
To All Evening Students:

Dr. Robert Georgia

We'd like to extend a warm "Welcome··
to all our new evening students and a
hearty "Welcome back" to those
returning for yet another semester at
Baruch.
The Office of Evening & Graduate
Student Services wants to assist you in
any way possible to make your
educational experience at Baruch as
pleasant and meani'ngful as possible. We
work closely with student. ch,ibs Lo
develop programs and events that
appeal to your needs and interests, and'
we assist the Evening Session Student
Assembly in representating your best
interests in the College. We strongly
encourage you .to sit in on· club and
government meetings and to join and
pprticipate in their activitities. If ypur
particular interests go beyond those
represented by existing clubs, we invite
you to come to our office to discuss
procedures for forming· new clubs--it"s
actually quite simple.

We are also available to help with any
problems or questions you might have,
or with any information you ·may need.
We welcome students of the College.
Even if you have no problems.
questions, or advice. just drop by to
chat·-we"d love to meet you. Our office
hours are from 2PM to 10PM, and we're
located in Rooms 525, 527, and 529 of
the 26th Street building, behind the
cafeteria.
Good luck in the new semester: we
look forward to seeing you!
Robert T. Georgia, Ph.D.
Director
Robin Selditch
Assistant Director

Office of Evening &
Graduate Student
Services
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The World Awaits You if You Prepar� for it.
You may be wondering about your
Do you want t9 be a Tax expert or a
ultimate place in our q1.pidly changing Computer eJ!;pert or do you aspire to lead
society. 'Dhe following advice is aimed to or manage people? If you want to be a
help you to obtain your goals over a· management trainee, what clo you or
period of time and avoid the anxiety of · where do you aspire to manage?·You can
last minute decisions in your senior consider banking, business, sales
year.
. .
_
.
management, production management,
Begin preparation now! Exarpin�e your
fa.st food business; insura_nce, or
· abilities, values,jnterests, strong points retailing.
weak
points.
Thin_
k
of
them
in
Take your c_ommunicatioqs,courses at
and
relation to your major field of study as Baruch seriously.· For· rq_ost careers,
well as career choices. If you are highly espe cially in large Corporations, good
logical, a prqblem solver or analytical, communication skills both written and
you -may want to think about the growth oral are very important. Accounting
oriented co!p.puter field. U ydu have a students who aspire· to affiliate with a
"flare for people; are the persuasive type, majpr C.P.A. firm will be convincing in
can e�sily accept rejection, may be you ·the job interview if they have· the abilj"ty
could consider s_ales or m!lrketing. If to Telate well to people, express their
your values ·are more h·umanistic, that is id®-S·ip tl;ie interview and h<'!ve clarity of
you like to help people, .counsel or speech. The same applies for n:"iarketing,
advise,·consider some careers in the non.- · managen;ient and all other majors, Once
profit sector, government or education.
you are·employed in an organization you
What kind of career are you may have to take your findings on a
tempermentally suited for? Project project and communicate them in
oriented iiidus(iries · where there are writing to others. Lack of these skills
constant deadlines; heavy competition· could- seriously:hinder yqpf progress.
or more conservative �rtvironments can
The further you advance into admin
be found in _Insurance and ·Banking. · istrative or executive levels, the gre�ter
on
the
emphasis on the .ability to work
Jobs in which there is emphasis
· performance of well organized duties within- the organization rather than ·on
rather than creativity and imagination- technical com.petence. Putting it
may be some entry_ level positions in bluntly, your Liberal Arts courses whicl;i
government, insurance, or banking. At provide you witli a well rounded
the other extreme: are areas such as education could be instrumental in your
buying. selling. or advertising. In these future ·success.
areas emphasis is put on adaptability
-While attending College, if yo11 have
and creativity. In some of these · the time, become involved in student
professions there is a lack of security, organizations, �specially assuming
leadership positions. _Employers loo� for
both personal and financiall)'..

·signs of upward mobility: Pa.rt-time job
experiences,_ especi_ally if they are
related to one's major field of study, can
. be rewarding both financialy and for the
experience' gained. Remember. that
career choice is a ''.process" not an
event. 'rhe process of clarifying one's
career ideas can begin by being exposed
work envi'ronrpents while attending
college. If job's· are not related to your
field of study don't panic. Employers
·fook at the fact t'hat you worked your
way tmough college, as a sign· of
responsibility and work ethic vah:1es.
· Volunteer work can pay diviclends! If
yo4 are conteip.plating a career in Social
Services which has many facets,
.volunteering or paid wo.rk in various
agency settings can in many instances
give y9u a "feel'' for the profession.
·
When choosing a major, do -not think
that you are necess_arily lockingyourself
into .a field for the rest of your life. Some
studies have shown that as many as
50% of all ·College graduates go into
fields unrel'ated to tHeir _College major.
My experience at Bar.uch College has
shown that ou;r technical majors such as
Accounting and Computer ·science
usually go directly into their �espeotive
fields. The more non-technical majors
such as .Management, Marketing, or
Liberal Arts are employed in a wicle
variety of professions.
lit must 0e. remember.ed that in ·most
instances; the empl0yer ;;s hi,Fiag the
person and not the degree.
Here are some final considerat'ions.
When thinking of your career; enlatge

IN- ·THE NEWS·
-

FINANCIAL AID

About_ Your Weight·

You may think that is too late to apply
for financial aid for this semester. You
are wrong. You can get educa�ion aid for
this year, but you must apply before
October 1. Afte!'October·l, scholarships
and grants will become harder to get and
loans will come with stricter eligibility
standards a_nd higher interest rates: For
example, the PELL Grant (formerly
known as the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant-BEOG) may' be
lowered to $1,650. Supplerrtent&l
Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG)
will be available for students with
exceptional needs onfy.. So visit your
Financial Aid office for details before the
October 1st deadline.

Are you on a diet, but not losing much
weight? Perhaps you should try the Prit
ikin Diet; which was developed on the
premise that if you eat frequently, but
not too much, less weight is gained. In
fact, Pritikin contends, ·frequent eating
is more in tune with our biological needs
than a few widely spaced meals, because·
blood-sugar levels are thus kept· more
constant. Peopl_e trying to lose weight
may especially benefit from dividing ·
their caloric intake into frequent small
meals, thus the reason for the decre�se
in weight gained.· For further informa-·
tjon about the Pritik-in Diet, pick up the
PRITIKIN PERMANENT WEIGHT
LOSS· M A.NUAL

With the average CO$t of a n:!)w 'textbook
at $20._00, it "takes only a few courses to
send a student's b1:1dget plummetfog.
Purchasing a used copy is prudent and
can cut, the expenses' of college
consfderably. Purchases can be made at
the college bookstore, but texts can also
be found in non-college bookstores as

well. Barnes and Noble is still the
biggest non-college textbook source but
many used bookstores also buy and sell
texts. So look for a bargain and g�t
"textbook smarts" by buying_ used and
selling them upon completing the
course.

USED IS AS ·aooo

.

your geographical visioti'. There ate so
many opportunities west of - the Huclson
North of th� .B_ronx br east of Queens.
Job opportunities are plentiful in other
sectors of the Country, especially the
South or South west.. Many large firms
located in Manhattan have· relatively
modest employment opportunities at
their heaclquarters, but other opf)ortun
ities lie iR various divisi-ons throughout
the count�y. The exception to thlis would
be your major Financial lnstitution,·I-n
surance Companies a�d l)tilities. These
industries which are centralized in New
. ¥ork are "people intensive.··
That is, because they are service
oriented businesses, they hire a large
number of both clerical and _J')r.of�ssional
level employees.
"Beside large Corporate employers
there are thousands of medium to small
s i;,;·e o r g a n iza t i o n s w h i c h h a v e
opportunities. Do you want t o b e a "big
fish in a small pond cir a large porn<!!?" - ..
In summary, I have skimmed the
surface of an e�tremely important topic.
We would encourage students who are
int_erested in further exploratio
· n to visit
our Career Planning and Placement
offic� to see a counselor, attend some of
our seminar.s and review our career
li'terature.
by, William McLoughlin
Associate DiDector

Career Planning and Placement Off.ice

�y-Flora N. Daniels

Flashy and Hot

'fhe fashion industry has struck a
mother lode in a new sort of metallics.
The season's liveliest accessories-belts,
buckles, totes, handbags, scarves, T
shirts, sandals, shoes and hats-are
flashing and gleaming with finishes of
gold, silver, bronze, copper, pewtet and
even anthracite. Nor does'the style show
any signs of fading with the summer. In
fashion salons from Paris to New York
City, clesigners are practicing an
alchemy that promises a dazzling fs1.ll
collecti_on not- only of metallic acces
sories but of metal-lie tops, jumpsuits,
jackets, sweaters, skirts and bciots. Says
Vogue Editor Grace Mirabella: "The
question this fall is not' going to be
whether to wear it, but, rather, how
much of it should you wear."
Ever since metallics hit U.S. shores
last summer, all that glittered has been
quickly sold. Sa_les are up i� New York,
Los Angeles, and Chicago. Metallics
· come in, a wide range o(prices-from a
12 belt to a 1200 gold cinch. Metallics
can both set off a new wardrobe and
spruce up an old one. People like the
shiny, kind of Hollywoodish look that
makes on feel like a star.

BEST IN
THE WEST
The Far·West ·replaced the Mid-Atlantic
states <:lurirrg the late 1970s as the
region with the highest income per
person-another sign of the shift in U.S.
resources from tne Snow "Belt W the Sun
Belt, the governnielit reported in an AP
dispatch. of g/22/81. The Far West
moved into first place among the eight
major regions of the country, with a per
capita income of $9,884. The, Far West
includes California. Nevada, Oregon;
and ·washington. The Mid-Atlantic
region-made up ,of New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Delaware and District of Columbia-fell
from first place in 1974_ to third place in
1979, with a per-capita income of $9,110.
The Great Lakes region, which ranked
third in 1974, moved up to second in
1979, with a per-capita income of $9,126.
The SolJ._thwest, which ranked seventh in
1974, moved up to fifth, with a per
capita income of $8,600. 1'he Southeast
continued to �ank at the bottom in terms
of·per-capita income, but its percentage
increase-62.4%-was the third fastest
in the country. Daily News 8/24/81
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3 reasons to
choose Education

You may be interested in knowing that
New York City is in desperate need of
teachers. The "faucet·· has been off for
so long that the "supi;ily tank has run
dry"' and now there is a critical shortage.
This is practicularly true in the case of
minorities ahd persons who speak- a
language ether than English fluently.
You may' also be interested in knowing
that if you ta-ke 12 credits in_ Education,
this plus your degree is likely to earn
you immediate employment as a teacher
at a current salary of j_ust under $11,000.
Next year it will go up by 8"%, and
reme�ber, it does not include summers.
Check it out_! We have a 12 credit
package of interesting Education
electives that you can work into your
total college program and that will give
you this back-up career possibility when
you gradua�e. Ask Ji>r-0fesso.F Alston
(extension 4471) 'or. Profe'ssor. 'Robison
(extension 3222) for details.
Here's another scoop from the £chool
of Education that you migh-t find useful
at registration · time when you are
looking for an elective cour-se that you
enjoy and that will teach Y,.OU something
you can use. We offer two courses on
Parent Education. TheJirst, E_ducating
Youn,g Children at Home (EDU l-006),
deals with the intellectual and emotional
de�elopment of young children.4'hat's a
fancy way of saying how to rais� a thild
to be smart and well-adjusted.in·t'oday's
crazy world. It'll help you pick the right
toys, books and T-V programs for the
toddlers you -have or hope to have in the
future.

By Roger Burchard

The Evening Session german Club spon que�ted the Club officers t9 set up this
sored an off campus dinner at the off campus event.
The German Club is an extension of
famous Bavarian In�. Located on 81st
street' in quaint "Germantown", Baruch German language courses being offered
students and their guests dined on an )n the.Evening, an as such promotes the
assortment of German food, pastries, ' intrinisic aspects of German culture.
and beer.
This dinner setting gave a rich educa
The dinner held last May, was sub tiion of history, 9ulture and style to those
_.
sidized and arranged by the Evening who attended. Roger · Burchard, the
German Club and its officers, Roger , Presiden't, gave a brief explanation of
Burchard, )='resident, and Linda where the Germanic Nations developed
Quinones, Treasurer. Baruch students from, and w.hat 'the specialties dn the
feasted on Saurbraten and Wiener menu were to be. Werner, our singing
Schnitzel, among other popular dishes, waiter, added to the enchantment of the
for all inclusive price of $9.00 with a full evening.
Everyone who attended had a great
course meal, dessert, drinks, and tips in
time and asked to repeat -these events
cluaed, this was a bargain indeed.
, Many of the ·students attending the again in the future. Judging by the suc
dinner were from Mrs. Green's German- cess of the turnout and the dinner itself,
1 �nd 2 Evening course_s. They, as more events are sure_ to follow.
members of the German Club, hacl re-

by Bruce W. Tuckman
Dellll, School of Education
Most of you who read this are business
majors and understandably so because
of the job 0pportunities and the fine
reputation that Baruch has in this area.
But I think I can convince many of you
that you may find something of interest
and value in ours, the smallest School at
Baruch.

GERMAN CLUB SPONSORS
DINNER

Then there's Parent Education for the
Elementary Years (EDU 1009) which
picks up where EDU 1006 lea,ves off:
sending your youngster to school. What
.can you as. a parent do to help make
school a rewarding e�perience · for your
child? This cours·e covers a wide range of
current parenting topics such as single-
parenting, fathering, family violence,
adoption and helping juni0rs with their
homework._
I hope you're still reading because I
wouldn't want you to miss my third
flash. The Physical and Health Educa
tion Department (also a part of our
'Sc'hool a�d an important one) can offer
you more than just gym courses. For
those of you interested in sport;s.admin
istration (you many want to buy a ball
club or work ·for one) · we have two
elective courses: Sport in Modern 1
Society and CritieaUssues in Sport. The
first deals with sports activity as part -;;i
the sociology and QSychology of our
modern culture while the second goes The Morton Giobus Distinguished
into the hot issues of viol�nce, dr-ugs, Lecture �eries presents Isaac _Bashevis
gambling, big salaries, racism and Singer, Nobel Prize-Winning Author on
sex�sm in today's Jrofessional and even Wednesday, ·october 28 at 8:00 p.m. in
iJ.m_!lteur sports.
the Baruch Auditorium
Ail.cl if you 're interested in fitness. diet
AdmissiQn by tickets onl y . Student
tickets Will be distributed by the College
and exercise· either for your own well
being or for car,ee,;- possibilities in the Relations Office during the week of
gwwing fitness/recreation indust'ry, Ootober 5.
1.,8. Singer is the author of many
Physical Education, offers' the elective,
Scientific Foundations of Physical novels and short story collections.
Contact Professor Ora Saloman for
Activity. }:;"earn how the bod-y_works and
how to make it wor}{ better physiolog- more information ·x (3291).
ically. Give yourself a stress test and
learn how to improve your enduranc�.
Dr. Barry Commoner, environmentaYou 'II need it in the competitive list and pre idential cajididaEe, will.give
business world_- And if you like these a Jane Globus Seminar on TuE;sday,
kinds of physical education courses, Pro October 13, 1981 at 11:00 a.m. Comfessor Peredo (extension 3245) says �e'll .moner ofter speaks on environn,ental
offer more of them·. Let him· know if causes and is now at Queens College.
Contact Professor Lea Bleyman for
you're int�rested.
I guess when you're number 3 you more information (x 3278).
°
have to try hardest. Give us a chance to I SAAG BASHEVIS SINGER-- was
add another dimension to your learning awarded the nobel Prize for literature in,
experiences here at Baruch.
1978. Mr. ,Singer, the son and grandson
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of 'rabbis, was.. born in Radzymin,
Poland, seventy-four-years earlier. After
working as a journalist for the Yiddish
press in Poland, he published his first
novel, SATAN IN GORAY, in 1935.
Also in 1935. Mr. Singer en:rigr.a.ted to
the Un.it:ed states. where his w-rit.i.ngs
appeared regularly in the Jewish Daily
Forward for many years.
LB. Singer has been the recipient of
numerous literary awards, including two
National Book Awards, the Louis
Lamed Prize, and a grant from the
National Academy and Institute of Arts .
and Letters, whe;e he is now,a member.
His work has appeared in countless
magazines, including The New Yorker,

Commentary, esquire, Partisan Review,

and Playboy. He and his wife Alma
currently divide their time between
homes in Mi�mi Beach, Florida and New
York City.
FSG I will publish Mr. Sing�r·s
, COLLECTED STORIES in -the Fall 0f
1981.

·career Development Series
·by Roger Burchard
The Evening Session Student Ass�mbly , fessors, outside professionals and
is developing an educational program industry representatives will, through
designed to address the college students the Career Development Series,
pernial question: What will I do with my enlighten students on the many careers
available.
degree?
Articles written -by authoritive
The Career Development Series will
guide students in making a decision of representative will appear in this p�per.
what to major in, what is available in ·Lectures and Seminars revolving around
their major, career opportunities now, monthly career "Themes" are planned.
"Career Opportunities" will be an
and the fut;ure outlook. Students,
wheth�r they are incoming Freshmen, or onging theme September through
December.
graduating Seniors, often aren't .sure
.
"Interviewing for a job . will be the
where they are headed, or if they really
want a career in their chosen major. This theme for the month of October.
indecision is due to insufficient exposure Together with workshops a,nd guidance
to other opportunities. Baruch Pro- from the Career Guidance and Place-

ment Office, Students will be advised by " but fo the 'Liperal Arts' fields as well.
professionals on how to write a resume, Attend lectures on the broad and
ho·w to act on an interview, and other appealing opportunities· opening up in
valuable information.
this aspect career development.
. "Effective Communications a.ri_d
Dates of upcoming Lectures and
..
Thinking, the the1ne for November, will seminars will be announced in this Paper
attempt to educate the Student in terms and posted around �l_1e scho_ol. Watch for
of interacting with otheJ'S, expression in upcoming articles on each monthly
speaking and writing, and how to think theme as Seen from different "Majors".
and organized logically. With0tit these Supple111ent your classroom education
insights, a college gra duate will have by learning' what you need Lo do to
succeed. The Career Development Series
half the tools with which to work.
"Consulting Services" will be will be an important pa1·t of everyone's
addressed during the month of semester.
December. The importance of consulting
has proven itself not only in business,
0
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Campus Candids
by Deneise Johnson

Registration
Linda R. Hubbard

---

If you feel adventureous, And want to take (Z dare, I have a sure fire way, For you to
get a scare.
All you need is courage, And some determination., Then go and tuke my pla;e, At
·Baruch's registration.
Once you've paid tuition, The fun part really starts, But just to make it easier, I'll
explain it all in parts.
First you make a schedule, You think is really great, You've chosen each class
carefully, But now you're running late.
Your appointment was for three, And it's alr(i!ady four, You know you have to
hurry, And make a mad dashJor the door.
But there's someone going out, As you are coming in, It's just one of those days
When yqu cannot win.
You hand your schedule to a gir� And keep your fingers cro�sed, You're hoping for
the best, But feel that all is lost.
Your schedule comes back later, With a problem you are posed, Wouldn't you just
know it, Every class is closed.
So you make a brand new schedule, One that you really hate, Y@ur last cjass ends
at five, And your first class starts at eight.
But there's one cosolation., For the class you picked for noon, Is a very easy Psych.
class, Whose professor makes you swoon.
Back comes that helpful runner, And' says, "I've news ·you'll like, You made
almost every class, You only missed the Psych."
,
"Oh, give. ·me anything at al� That starts at twelve or one".She puts you down for
Russia,:,., And thinks her work is done.
Before you've had a chance to say, "Not Russian, no, hot that", She's gone and
back in rnin.ut=es, Grinning li\_e a cat.

'"Oh boy, are you a lucky girl, Your schedule's finally done, And in the twelve noon
Russian c.lass, You are the only one."
So on Septe-mber ', Please be a hon�ybunch, Take my place at registration, And
don't forget your lunch.
-and dinner
-and midnight. snack.

SEPTEMBER 15
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lJ.L�A.C.K. IS
B.L.A.C.K. welcomes students and faculty meinbers from what we hope was a
very enjoyaole summer: and extends best wishes to all ' for a· successful and pro-,
ductive -Fall 1981 semester.
B.L.A.C.K. is an estab' lished evening organization on·Baruch's campus, and
has a record of being effecti've. dvnamic, and extremelv active. The acron m '
B.L.A.C.K. stands for BLACK - LIBERATION thru- ACTION. COLLEC
TIVENESS and KNOWLEDGE. The ideas and inspirations of B.L.A.C.K. are
best represented in the following declarations for which we stand:
Black-"Black is not only a color. it represents a race of people whose shade
varies from a ray of s0nshine to the darkness of night. We are a·people with
.
vast cultural differences. united as one because we are
I Black.
'
Liberation-"Because we are an oppressed people, we must work very hard to
free ourselves from the stereotypes which. imprison and im�obilize us
as a people...Fredom' Our task is to stop the inequities,_ the
enslavements. and the atrocities perpetuated against our [Black] peo
ple. We are fighting for our day of FRE;-EDOM!

Action-"We.must take firm action: for action is the power that must be exerted
to liberate our people for without this type of motivation we would
' ,
_st.11gnate and eventually die.
Collectiveness-"Unity is,the key for our surviv�l, because a nouse divided
against itself can never stand. vVe must function a· s a harmonious
group in order to work il1 an effective manner to bring about con
structive change in attitudes. Unity is the bond which closes the
.
gap between the diversities of'olclr culture. .
/
Knowledge-"Educating our people is a must. By pursuing the goal of higher
education we enrich our heritage as Black pwple, as well as discover
ing� new improved self image. We must look ba,ck before we can go
. forward because we must build a firm foundation from which to
str.engthen our minds to bring about a better tomorrow.
-1.B.L.A.C.K.'s primary purpose is to
develop leadership qualities and Lo
inspire unity within the Baruch
community. B.L.A.C.K. has sponsored
many events which promoted social,
political, educational, and cultural
awareness of the Black,experienqi. In
addition, B.L.A.C.K. has correlated and
utilized knowledge in a viable format
which will further careers and enhance
social development. B.L.A.C.K. has _re-�
cognized its ·responsibility to extend
enlightenment to the Baruch commun
ity through high ca-libel' events. Some of
the past social and cultural events
B.L.A.C.K. has sponsored -.yere:
_
1.
2.

3.

4.

B.L.A.C.K. .is not an· organization
which works alone. Many times
B.L.A.C.K. co-sponsors programs with
other Day and Evening organizations,
such as Vanguavd, B.S.0., A.S.P.A.,
Student G over nm en,t (Da y a nd
Eveni,1g), Cl u-b New York, a n d
P.R.I.D,E. Students wliq may have a n
interest i n extra-curricular activities
should get involved withlB.L.A.G.K. As
one of our promotiona� flyers states
·'school can be difficult!! Make things
easy on yourself!! Joih other.s. and learn
.how to relax, change negafr,:e feelings .
and see the bright side of things."
B.L.A.C.K. is definitely seeking
students who have creativity, who are
A Jazz Festival-with the Ray' energetic, and �nterprising; and even if·
Newton trio.
you believe that ,you have not acquired
A Dance Extravanganza-with the these attr1butes, B.L.A.C.K. will bripg
Alvin Ailey American Dance them out for you because each one of us
Workshop and Welcome Msomis does have some special kihd of talent.
B.L.A:C.K.'s members welcome you t
Izulu African Dance Theatre.
Several off Broadway plays-"Dead-. stop into our office and. tet us show yo
wood Dick, Legend of the West" or our warmth and hospitality. See yo
Them Niggers Went That Away." soon!
"Trojan Women of Euripides.., "
For' more Information please ca
"Homeland" and "Response to 725-3385 Evening Students Activit.
Colored Girls.''
Office.
African American Art Exhibit
Celebrating Black history month
1980.

For educational ind political events, we
had the following:
1. A Black professional forum(s)
2. Kwanza celebration(s)
3. Guest speakers-St:okely Carmichael
Judge Bruce Wright, Minister Louis
Farrakhan, Dick Gregory, and a host
of others.
These are just a few of the events
B.L.A.C.K. has contributed to the'
Baruch community.

Correction

The New Hours for
Medical Facilities
at the College
are
,
·'
Mon & Wed' 3-6pm
Tues-thurs-Fir-12-3 pm

Last semesters B.L.A.C.K. me'mbers with friends.alumnae ·

JEWISH YOUTH MOVEMENT
The Jewish Youth Movement is not a political or-ganization, but rather a group
1
wonderful people interested in a common goal,namely the awareness of the
history of Jewish people and the promotion of Jewish identify. Specifically. we
are concerned with the Baruch Evening Jew,ish Stuclent. The-accomplishment of
these goals can be best attainecl only with the total cooperatli_on and participation
of the student body.
Chanukah and Purim are just two of many Jewish holidays. The Jewish Youth
Movement's purpose is to help celebrate these holidays. We., therefore, s11>onsor
e�ery year, the lighting of the Menorah an\i the reading of Magellath Esther.
JYM's annual Chanukay and-Purim Chagigah (party) are always a tr�me-ndous
.
success.
�
One of the last m�jor events in history that has had an unbefieva'ble impact on
the Jewish people was the Holocaust. The extermination of six milljon people has
left an eternal scar, and it is with this event in mind,. that we intend to establish a
,
holocaust library which will serve as a well of kri'owledge for all.
,Obviously, the Jewish Youth Movement is syno�om0us with fun and Jewish
_
awareness. It must-be pointed out however, that y0_ur participation is essential s0
that we may know what events interest YO!!- in order for you to have a really
enjoyable time in Baruch.
I

-THE REPORTER
The Reporter is Baruch's evening 'thing as you can get before enteri"ng the·
session newspaper, and although it is set professional journalism field. It gives
, up to service the evening session, it is the studJnts the opportunity to
notr limited to the evening population - or discover, develop, and hone talents that
just to _Baruch campus.
wo�ld otherwise lie dormant.
The function of the Rep.orter is
All this is accomplished in a
twofold. One aim is to report pertinent businesslike atmosphere, but the
information co'ncerning the college •or underlying reality is that is fun. It's a
any other r;velant turn of esvents that unique exp�rience to be able to. put
may occur. The other is to i'nstruct-all together a newspaper from start to
concerned students in the actual · finish, one that manifests the quality of
operation of a ;ofessio�al pubJ.lcation.
all the hard work and dedication put into
Through the Reporter, students are it.
exposed to virtually every phase of
The ecfitors take pride in their work
newspaper operation, from -writing, and strive for excellence and accura,cy in
·editing, photography, advertising, all their endeavors. The oµly demand
layout, pasteup, bookkeeping, and they make is that persort undertaking
!:lnswering >he phone.
the commitment be dedicated enough to
Students are assigned stories stick to it.
according to their newsworthiness and
All students who are· self-�otivated
timeliness. They wor� on them until the and have a desire to learn can contact
finished product appears in an upcoming the Reporter, Room 521, 26th Street or
edition, complete with by-line and call 725-7297.
photqcredit. It is as close to the real
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ASPA ACHIEVES

Harriet Schatz

The American Society for Personnel Ad
ministration, informally referred to as
ASPA on campus, has in recent years
become one of Baruch's most active
organizations. For those of you who are
new to Baruch's campus you will want
to know more about ASPA.
This is a student chapter of a 33 year
old prestigious national organization
which is considered the world's foremost
professional organization for personnel
and industrial• rillations practitioners.
Though ASPA:has been considered an
evening club,it is not,glosed �o participa- .
tion by daytime students. Don't let the
name mis'Iead you into_ believing that
this organization is only for. p·ersonnel
and industrjal relations people. In fact,
the philosophy behind this organization
is that personnel arid industrial relations
affects every working person. ASPA ad
dresses major issues that we are all con
cerned with, reaching far beyond what
goes on in the personnel departments.
Last semester, the then President of
ASPA, Anna Chamblee Swain was
chosen as the recipient of :the 1981
Harry M. Sherman Award by the
Metropolitan New York Chapter of The
American Society for Persol\nel Ad
ministration. The award presented t�
Ms. Swain during official ceremonies at
the Yale Club, was to signify her major
contribution to building that chapter to
one in which active participation and
program attendance quadrupled.
The reason for the increased participa-

-+

,

be joining the �a£ional organization.
This will entitle you to receive, at this in
credibly reduced' student rate, nine
issues of the Society's professional jour
nal, the magazine preferred by most per
sonnel management professionals. You
will also receive ' other reports and
newsletters which will k.eep you up-to
date on all of ·the current issues that af
fect human resoutce management functions, safety and health management, as
well ,as the latest n_ews on government
issues that affect all of us.
The second way to experience ASPA
is to become an active member: In this
role you attend meetings and plan and
. organize the events. You can help decide
. what the programs will be about. You
could elect to invite speakers and get to
meet the professionals in your field of
study personally. On this .level you are
interracting·with the other members as
well as with the business and
government professionals and faculty
members.
If you feel that you don't want to join
ASPA right now and do not feel inclined
at this time to become.an active member
you are always welcome to·come the the
evepts. These are open to the entire
· Baruch community and you will be most·
welcome. The newly elected President of
ASPA, Alan Stra-uss, has many exciting.
ideas for the coming year.
0

tion ASPA is enjoying is that when a ING. THE CORPORATE LADDER",
program is planned by .this group, it is and "WOMEN IN BUSINESS". Dur
truly an "EVENT". You will be noticing ing each program there is a question and
posters and flyers- announcing these answer segment so·that you can use the
functions throughout the campus and in time to get answers that satisfy your
this paper. In the past some of the own personal interests. The evening
speakers were such notables as Judge always includes dinner and live enter
Bruce Wright, Florynce Kennedy, Judy tainment. ASPA is educational and it is
Hendr.e n. Mellon, Deputy Commi"Ssioner. social. It is an organization that seeks to
Emery Jackson, to name a few. Some of attract people who want to learn and
the programs covered such . topics 8$: grow·. This club can make your college
"EEOC AND ITS EFFECT ON MIN experience reach beyond textbooks.
ORITIES AND NON-MINORITIES",
You can join ASPA on several _levels.
"STARTING AND MANAGING First of all you can be a paid-up member
YOUR OWN BUSINESS",· "CLIMB- which means t'hat for $10.00 fee you will

SIGMA ALPHA DELTA.
Honor 'Society

By SELWYN FUNG
Sigma Alpha Delta takes this opportun
ity to welcome back their fellow
Baruchia:ns from_ their summer vacation
and trust that for everyone it was a good
one.
The academic year from Fall 1980 to
Spring 1981 was· extremely beneficial to
the entire school community as S.A.D.
expanded its- activities under · the
meticulous guidance of its chancellor
Eileen Ayzavian.
For instance, S.A.D.'s Tutorial com
mittee headed by Mayer Tchelebon
increased its volume of hours over the
prior year by 299%. Not only that, he
also instituted a method of evaluating
the program by conducting surveys
among the participants (tutors and
tutees) thereby soliciting from them sug
gestions for improving the program.
This also enabled him to obtain
automatic feedback as to the students
Feaction to the program itself.
Another outstanding individual of
$igma Alpha Delta who helped many
Baruchians during the last few days of
the semester is Cecile Washington.
A,Jthough her name may not be familiar;
her face certainly is. For several
semesters she diligently chaired the
Used Book Exchange committee of
S.A.D. even though she has been an
alumna of Baruch for some time. This
committee's function and purpose, for
those who are unfamiliar with it, is to

provide a median where students
wishing to sell t_heir books and students
looking to buy books can converge. It is
run by the students, for the students, of
the students, and in these days of rising
· prices it is one of the few places left
where a bargain can still be found since
the prices are set by the student sellers
themselves. It's location is in the 360
PAS building across from the bookstore,
and it operates at the beginning of every
semester.
Registration can be very frustrating
at times for us all at Baruch, but believe
it or·not S.A.D. is always there behind
the scenes: The Registration committee
of- S.A.D. which is chaired by Marie
Schuler, provides the staff of Baruch col
lege every semester without fail volun
tary help during regist. ration. Although
it is but a drop in the bucket when com
pared to the volume of work involve<;!,
registration would be a whole lot
tougher without it.
Another· function of · Sigma Alpha
Delta completed over the past year was
the annual induction dinner for new
· inductees into the organization. Last
February it was held at the La Veranda
restaurant-and present· among the guest
were President and Mrs. Joel Segal,
Dean Hank Wilson, Dr. Robert Georgia,
Dr. Ron Aaron, and Robin Selditch just
to name aJew.
Sigma Alpha Delta also played an
_
important part in organizing and coor
dinating the get-together last April at

the popular New York, New York
nightclub which was held .for the Baruch_
college evening undergraduate students.
The chancellor of S.A.D., Eileen
Ayzavian, in collaboration with the
presidents of the other evening otganiza
tions helped to make that eyent pos
sible. Actually; the turnout was far
greater than anyone anticipated and
everyone had a wonderful time.
Now that the new academic year is ·
here, it's back to serious studying once
more and there is aiways the fear of not
surviving the next course. Willl, just iri
case anyone should need a helping hand
along the way, remember the Tutorial
committee of S.A.D. is always there to
help you.
The change in the academic year coin
cides with the change in S.A.D.'s board
of directors, and as we say goodbye to
the old board members who performed
so superbly in their official capacity, the
members of S.A.D. and the new board
members say 'thank you' on a job well
done and wish you all success in all your
endeavors.
The new board members for the
academic year Fa,11 1981 to Spring 1982
are:
Chancellor
Vice Cha�celor
Treasurer
Corresponding
Secretary

Henry Chiwaya
Sandra Engleson
Manuel Madeiros
Gloria Thompson

Recording
Secretary
Members
at Large

Sue Chernak
Patricia Sallin
Selw)'n Fung

The members of S.A.D. would like to
welcome the . new board and look forward
to working with them this year in col}tinuing the ,good work of Sigma · Alpha
Delta.

"It's Better
In the· Evening"
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TAP REGULATIONS
Ms. Hassett will be concentrating
primarily 'on incoming and transfer
students whereas Mr. Schurin will
basically focus on faculty and
administration.
For those students who require
financial aide but must take remedial
courses first. there is the Supplemental
Tuition Assistance Program (STAP).
STAP provides up to . two payments
which precedes the first TAP payments.
Ms. Hassett explains the STAP set-up
to be as follows: ··students enrolled in a
remedial English 2000 course for 4 hours
receiving only 2 credits would be paid
the difference for the extra hours of
instruction that he or she is receiving.
Under the STAP program, whatever
remedial hours that the student is

continued from page 1

taking that are not addressed directly to
the student s degree would be
recognized.··
As of yet. the number of remedial
credits required for STAP eligibility
have not yet been determined but both
Ms. Hassett and Mr. Schurin state that
··we will do anything we can for enter
ing freshman and remedial students to
m ake sure they meet the qualifications
for the hourly STAP requirements...
Another very important aspect of the
new TAP guidelii:ies is that it offers a·
one time waiver of "the academic
performance requirements. The waiver
application process begins with the
financial aide office. Applications are
then given to an academic committee

FEDERAL LEGISLATION
The new regulation states that anyone is
eligible but only if his family has an
adjuste.d gross income of up to $30,000.
Adjusted gross income is the figure
appearing on )..ine 31 on a 1040 income
tax form or line 11 on a 1040A form.
What the new origination fee means is
that effective immediately, the student
taking out the maximum $2,500 student
loan will pay interest on the entire
amount but will receive only $2,375 to
spend. The $125 will be used to defray
the Government·s interest subsidy while
the student is in school.
As these -n e w guidelines are
interepreted, it seems that students in
public institutions are affected more
than those in private ones because the
amount of the loan for which the student
is available is based in part on the cost of
tuition.
According to recent figures published
in the New York Times "The difference
between public and private schools is
even sharper in the case of families with
two students in college at the same time.
According to the tables, a family bf four
with two children in typical public
universities would be eligible to borrow
"$5,000, or two maximum loans if its
income did not exceed $31,000. If the
children were in expensive private
0

FINANCIAL AIDE

continued from page 1

appointed by the provost, whose main through the computer center, and Ms.
Hassett will be responsible for the
function will be to review them.
If the waiver is granted, the student · academic certification of the students
still has to meet all the eligibility through the registrar's office.
Under existing TAP regulations, no
requirements for continued payments.
The waiver application process bas a student may receive more than 16 TAP
built in · safety measure in that all payments, 8 undergraduate and 8
students will have to see a counselor graduate. Only SEEK students are an
before filing, so that any decision a exception and can receive 10 payments.
student makes will be an informed one. The only other exception is students
Student wai:vers can be used only once, who qualify for STAP payments. If a
either in the undergr·aduate or graduate student uses the· two additional
pay m ents granted by the SEEK
career.
Both Ms. Hassett and Mr. Schurin program, the two additional payments
serve on the waiver committee, of.which are then subtracted from the student's
Mr. Hassett is Chairperson. It will be graduate payments allowing he or she to
Mr. Schurin's job to work with faculty only receive 6 payments on that level.
members in· the prompt submission of
their grades and getting them processed

WELCOME ADDRESS

college however, the income c�iling
The way students answer this ques
would be $92,000 for the maximum loan. tioh, usually by assumption and inac
Families · with incomes of more than tion, provides, later, a great deal of
$100,000 could still quality for loans less regret. For what contingencies should
than the maximum."
you plan?
The Guaranteed Student Loan Pro
I encourage y�u to plan for both a job
gram was passed in the late 1960's to and for full-ti me graduate studies, not to
encourage private lenders to make do them simultaneously, but to have the
education loans to families with pet possibility of both at the same time.
incomes up to $5,000. Later the income Students usually feel that getting
ceiling was expanded to .$25,000. The through the first degree merits time off
Federal Government had not only guar from study, a good-paying job, and
anteed the loans against default but·had some time to enjoy the good life before
also agreed to pay the difference eveJJ thinking about an advanced
between tne student interest rate which degree. This can be a serious mistake,
is currently 9%, and the market rate especially if everything else is depen
which is now 15%. In 1978 all restric dent on securing a good-paying job. The
tions for eligibility for these loans were advantages of a graduate degree in most
lifted by the Middle Income Student fields are obvious. (The most irnpor.tant
Assistance Act passed by Congress. As are the edge in competitiveness and
a direct result, the number of borrowers higher salaries paid to persons with ad
tripled _and the value of loans skyrocket vanced training, though Jhis is not
from an estimated $480 million in 1978· always tr�e and though so me fields are
exceptions.)
to an estimated $2.5 billion in 1981.
The problem with failing to plan, with
Regan administration officials con
cerned about the growing cost to the not taking all steps necessary to enter
Federal Government proposed the gov . full-time graduate studies may be irernment stop subsidizing the rates on remediable after job hopes have not
such loans which would allow the materialized to satisfaction. Planning
interest rates to rise to market levels, means that appropriate tests such as the
thereby limiting· the Federal involve Miller Analogies, the GREs, or the
ment to the role of the guarantor.

continued from page 1

gives Baruch permission to set up a
work study job referral and placemer:L
program in conjunction with a student
financial aide reference and informaLion
center.
In the near future, ·the Federal work
study placement center ·will be set up. m
with the student financial aide reference
center to follow sometime around the
spring of '82. This information will be
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processecj thrnugh tlie help of a new
Micro Mini computer system to be
installed prior to December '81.
Baruch College has just purchased
over $60,000 worth of new computer
hardware which will enable direct online
access to the main City University
computer center on 57th Street.
Baruch's financial aide office is the
pilot school for testing ou-t the City

continued from page 3

GMATs should be taken sufficiently in
advance · (i.e., one to three semesters
preceding the semester of prospective
enrollment) to have a score ready to sub
mit if advanced studies are finally decid
ed upon. If you are lucky eno1,1gh to have
both,· i.e., to be accepted for full-time
graduate studies· with a financial
package that provides for some com
bination of tuition, h0using, and a small
stipend, and to be offered that
$20,000-$30,000-a-year job with a cor
poration with benefits and career ad
vancement opportunities, the graduate
school offer can always be declined or
deferred. If no groundwork or planning
has been done for graduate school accep
tapce you will �ave i;o take what:.ever
.
job comes
through. or. perhaps. be
without a job at all.
Lastly, I invite each of you to stop in
to talk with me. If somehow our hours
conflict, schedule an appoir:itment at
your convenience. H my calendar is free,
I shall be in Room 1702 of the 360 PAS
building waiting for you. In any case, I
wish the best for all of us during _the
coming year.

Universitv's network system as it year · for TAP benefits to reapply
pertains. ·to financial aide programs. . because the $25,000 ceiling is going to
According to Mr. Goldberg, the money be raised to $30,000 · in the '82-'83
was granted through an administrative academic year.
The Financial Aide Office hours are:
allow·ance through the Basic Grants
program which allowed Baruch to MON-TUES-THURS from 9:15am to
8:00p
m and on WED-FRI from 9:15am
update its financial aide delivery
to 4:45pm.
'system.
All students seeking information
Mr. Goldberg would like to remind
those students who were not eligible last regarding the processing. of student
loans and deferments should see mary
Guiudice in the Financial Aide Office.

The "Reporter" will hold the first of its weekly meeti:1- gs in
Room 302 of the Student .Center on friday, Sep. 18th and
Sep. 25th at 6:00p.m. All are invited to attend.
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E.S.S.A ..
President's Message:
By Roger B,urchard

by Emile Gomez

. \

Raise your right Ii.and a,nd repeat �fter
At this very momept, there are probably realize the joys that real writers must me:
As a �ew Semester begin_s, we all look
hundreds of junior high school kids ..feel. For you accounting students, this
writing about the trips they took to the feeling is compqrable-to 'getting an A on fo_rward to not I repeating the same
mistakes of the past. We promise to
beach, the fish they caught at camp, and an accounting exam.
The next semester, I did some. crazy ;,tudy harder, keep up with every assign
the number of mosquitoes that bit their'
arms. Well, that is not how I spent my things. First,' I started to carry� yellow ment, and. come to e�ery class. We
summer vacation. This summer, I pad with 3 or 4 sharpened pencils. I resolve to·be better students, better peo
heard that that is what writers do to jot ple, and wiser individuals.
became a writer.
At least we hope to be!
This is quite a remarkable· accomplish- down their thoughts. Next, to gain more
This is the process of �-ducation. We
ment for me. Up until a couple of years writing experience, I joined the
ago, I detested taking english courses, Reporter, Baruch's evening newspaper. erideaVor to · improve ourselves,
and it showed on my report card. My Finally, I registered for more english academically, intellectually, and in our
only published work during those courses. One of these courses was an careers. The process is slow, and
painful years was a poem on my junior Internship, where students .gain valu cumbersome especially for the Evening
abl� expenence by writing for newspap- Student. , He/She faces long hot1rs and
high school orchestra.
I guess t!:ie metamo�phosis frdm a ers and magazines. My internship was little consolation. Too few courses, con·
topic sentence-transition sentence at. the American Banker, a banking flicts in- schedules, limited access to
writer to a somewhat (I . think) ,. newspaper.. Dw;ing. my stay there, I facilities and social ,ii_ctivities, and many
comptetent writer occured a few wrote. only one article, but it took 5 more impediments are endured with
semesters ago when I took a business weeks to write it. My sojourn at the minimal· protests. Evening Studei;its
writing course. Being an Accounting Banker taught me one thing: get your don't have time to complain · even if
major, I figtu;ed th.at this class would facts straight, even if it means callini 'they knew-who to complain to!
The Evening ..,_S ession Student
teach me how to write a clear, concise your sources over and over again.
This experience, along with my con Assembly (E.S.$.A.) exists to serve the
resume. That, along with knowledge of
'
F ASB 's andAPB'$, are what future' tributions to the R:eporter, boosted my
employers are looking for. However, my confidence in writing. During this time,
- first day in ENG 3200 .was not what I one of my professors introduced ine to
expected. I found put that the class was the works of Ernest Hemingway, per
a news staff, and its assignment was to haps the greatest l)_merican writer of our
write articles . for ? magazine called· era. His style, described by Hemingway
Dollars and Sense. What happened to himself as timeless writing, .writing that
res_ume writing?
is i::elevant no matter wb'.en it is written,
When I found out what the course was is something tfiat I hope to master one
really about, it was too late t0 withdFaw. day. ,
My next internship was RKO, the
I was st1,1cl<c with the class. With a little
eJifort, 1 thought, .. I can.avoid getting an home of WOR-AM and 98.7 KISS FM:
At RKO, I visited severai departments
F."
As the semester progressed, ,I learned and wrote various pieces. For instance,
that writing can be based on any in the Sales Research iiepartment, I
subject, including accounting. In fact, I . wrote profiles of cities that salesmen
wrote a business wticle on Cram visit when pitching commer.cial time on
Courses, something I will need if I want the radio stations. After writing-about
to become a CPA. That article, a minor 20 cities, most_of which were beginning
masterpiece for someone like me, got to sound the same, I fell asleep in 'the , .
into the·magazine.
middle of_Buffalo. In the Public Affairs-.
1
Before· thinking that I was trippihg departm'ent, I had to- interview and ask
throug{l. the Twilight Zone, I actually questions on a show about disabled
saw my name and the words I wrote on athletes. In the News department, I
1
the pages of Dollai;s and Sense. My wrote two or three sentence blurbs that
ehglish professor and my slassmates are said during 5 minute broadcasts. Did
congragulated me on the - sto-r y. you hear "Mets win, 2-1" on 98.7 l\lSS
Strangers who read it complimented me. on August 26? I wrote that.
I reread it myself 5 times to see if they
That' is how I spent rriy summer
, were right or if they were just cheering vacation. 1 am now starting another
me up. I concluded that ·they had good semester at the Reporter, and I still
taste. Ne;dless to say, I did not get an F carry a pad and pencil. My writing
· ability still. needs polishing,' especially
in ENG 3200.
I think that at this point, the change my gr'ammar and speling (uh, spelling).
really took place. My written words were But I have resolved to improve.
-influencing others! They 'liked what I Although· I am now an accounting
had written, and I was beginning to major, I am now a journalism minor..
1

I

problems of Evening Students. Your in:
terests are represented to the school$
Administration at most Committee and
policy meetings. Your needs 1,1ncl rJ
quests are addressed. The Studerlt
Assembly conveys the difficulties of go·
ing to school at night to those who can
make life a little more bearable.
The purpose of Student Government
is not to sei:ve·the Evening Student <is a
student at Baru_ch, but ,as an.important
member of the community ana society
at large. Events and programs are plan
ned to encourage \he Evening Stud·ent
to become more of a whole stwent by in
·terating socially with other students.
participat'ing in · extracurricular ac
tivities, and attending relevant lectures
and-seminars.
The Evening Session Student. Assem
bly, along with th,e many diverse a_nd
fascinating Evening Clubs. and our very
own Evening Paper. The Reporter.
wishes to make your college experience
more fu'lfilling. It is through your.
participation that we may accomplish.
-'
this.

THOMSAN
STATIONERY
announces its Back to
,

School Sale

Choose Jrom· a wide array of,
sc];iool supplies. �.Jew and
,used typewriters. and office
equipment, are also on sale at
low; .low, prices.
··*_ Ba�uc;h stu·dents- get a special
discount if you purchase your school
supplies from us,. [Please show your
I.D.].
Thomsan Stationery
243 Park Avenue South
(between 19th & 20th Streets)
Notary Public on premises

Student
Faculty
Softball game

On Sunday, June 7, 1981, the Public
'Administration Department Faculty
had a softball game/picnic against the
Public Administration Department
students. The faculty won the first game
and the studimts won the second game.
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STCIDENT, CROSSWQRD PUZZLE
/

Across

By Flora N. Daniels

------

Down

.I. __ we forget
5. Cut off
10. __ Ruth
14. Location
15. Few !Comb form)
16. Eleclare
17. \\'eight Syste1�
19. Pigeon cry
19. Pre\'aricator
20. Before Christ iAbbre,·.J
21. Frozen \Yater
22. Teeth
24. Two times
28. She
'29. Football score IAbbre\'.J
31. Energy form
32. Italian money
34. \\'eep
36. Kind
38. Solicitor Gen. IAbbre,·.J .
41. Nea,
42 . !\!ale Sheep
44. Gold !Symbol)
45. Congressman !Abbrev.I
47. \.\". Siberia river
49. Prophet
52. Donkey
53. Hereditarv Unit
\ 55, New Jers�v citv'
57. Santa_·_·
58. Computer Process Abbrev.)
59. _
_Hitler
61. Harvester
63. Tree liquid
64. \Pronoun
66. Too
67. Awav ..__
69. Enduring
72. College Student
73. To state an opinion �
75. Fjlm unit
76. Football Positions

i

.._;

1. Gentle one
2. Build
4. Paving material
5. Social class
6. Ele\·ated train
7. lmmortal practice
8. Self
9. Boarders
10. Sphere
11·. Pilot
12. Facial Hair
13. Sins
23. State !Abbrev.)
25. Question \1,,·ord
26. That is
27. Pet
28. A greeting
30. To frighten
32. Rent
33. A dwelling
35. Route (Abbrev.)
40. Possessive
43. My�elf
46. Gladdened
47. Pointed arch
48. Sleeping room
50. Passed (as tlime)
5\. Fishing tool
52. Feeling ill
54. Notary Public (Abbrev.)
56. To.perform
57. Criminal type
,60. __ lvlignon
61. Competition of speed
62. Seed vessels
63. To .mix
65. Before phone or graph
68. United Press 1ntl. (Abbrev.)
70. Limb
71. Insect

17. Lodged in m�ud
78. Allot

.z

I

r'3

I

�-

7�
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FUN-DA-MENTALS
. By Flora N. �aniels

VERBAL -A.SSIMULATION
Synonym

Answer 1:

1. Pervasive
2. Forcefully

2.

4. Assumption

4.

3.

Harmful

5. Lazy
6. To Lie
7. To Reverse
8. To Cut
9. Detracting
10. Surrend

3,

5.
6..

7.

8.
9.
10.

Word List
Circumvent., prevariqite, capitulate, lacerate, presumption, vehemently,
slovenly, pernicious, pre".:alent, derogatory
Instructions

Match the word list with the synonym list and find the· hidden answer that
completes the sentence in Fl_ora's Phllosophy below. Use ·only the underscored
letters in the order of their appearance.

FLORA'S PHILOSOPHY
BE ASSIDUOUS AND-----'--------:---'
QUITTERS NEVER WIN;
WINNERS,NEVER QUIT!
Answer next time.

'·'Toto, I've a feeling
·we're not in Kansas anymore."
. '1

Dare to
Dream!

